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Dedicated to achieving better health through laboratory medicine, AACC is a global 

scientific and medical professional organization dedicated to clinical laboratory science 

and its application to healthcare. Our leadership in education, advocacy and collaboration 

helps 50,000+ lab professionals adapt to change and do what they do best: provide vital 

insight and guidance so patients get the care they need.

PARTNER WITH AACC TO ACHIEVE AN INCREASED PRESENCE WITH YOUR KEY CONTACTS

70% Of AACC members play a role in the purchase of products or services for the lab

AACC members represent the largest hospital, commercial, and reference laboratories in the world

AACC includes lab professionals from around the world (30% international, 70% U.S.)
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CUSTOMER ORGANIZATIONS

AACC Customer Demographics

Dear Industry Partners,
AACC is positioned to 
help you connect with 
50,000 clinical laboratory 
professionals directly and 
cost-effectively through 
its many opportunities, 
including publications, 
meetings, and educational 
programs outlined in this 
document. We value our 
relationships with you, 
our key industry partners 
and supporters, and are 
pleased to provide you with 
a range of opportunities 
for enhancing your visibility 
within the AACC community. 

Best Regards, 
Janet B. 
Kreizman, CEO

CUSTOMERS BY TITLE

CUSTOMER LABS

Reach 50,000+ Decision-Makers & Influencers 
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Educational Opportunities
Webinars $5,000 - $10,000

AACC WEBINAR $5,000
Support a one-time Webinar for paid registrants, developed by 
AACC in collaboration with member committees. These programs 
reflect the educational needs of lab medicine professionals.  
(reach 400-2,000)

CUSTOMIZED WEBINAR $10,000
Work with AACC’s education team to develop a customized live 
Webinar, which will be free to participants and available on-demand 
on AACC’s website for one year – choose your topic area of interest. 
(reach 400-2,500)

Educational Conferences $2,500-$15,000

LIVE CONFERENCES

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY: 
SUPPORTING PATIENT CARE FROM CRADLE TO GRAVE
(April 26-30, 2015, Philadelphia, PA)
The clinical laboratory continuously supports the care of patients from 
the time they’re born and throughout their lives. This comprehensive 
4½ day course, organized by centers of care, presents the latest 
information on how labs can most effectively contribute towards 
positive patient outcomes. Course topics will include the evaluation 
and implementation of new methodologies and technologies, 
interpretation of test results, using smart tools for lab management, 
and advising clinicians on appropriate tests for efficient and accurate 
patient diagnosis and treatment. (reach 120-140)

MASS SPECTROMETRY IN THE CLINICAL LABORATORY: BEST 
PRACTICES & PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
(October 1-2, 2015, Chicago, IL)
Mass spectrometry is becoming an integral part of the clinical 
laboratory, having become the analytical method of choice for many 
routine assays. Leading experts will discuss the advantages and 
challenges of mass spec vs. immunoassay, issues in setting up a mass 
spec lab, mass spec method development and method validation, 
the basics of chromatography, the critical importance of sample prep, 
and best practices in maintaining continuous QA/QC of mass spec 
methods. (reach 150-200)

EMERGING CLINICAL AND LABORATORY DIAGNOSTICS: 
PUSHING THE ENVELOPE
(November 2015)
The primary objective of this annual conference is to present and 
discuss new, advanced technologies and concepts with the potential 
for near-future practical application in clinical laboratory medicine. 
This event also features a robust Poster Session and Networking 
Reception, which is a great opportunity for biotech researchers to 
introduce their findings to IVD technology scouts. (reach 150-200)

VIRTUAL CONFERENCES

THE ROLE OF POCT IN PATIENT CARE
(April 8, 2015)
An expanding selection of point-of-care testing technologies 
has created an opportunity for healthcare institutions to bring 
laboratory testing to a vast array of patient care settings. During 
this one-day virtual event, participants will learn the most successful 
strategies that work to keep day-to-day operations seamless and 
accurate, and they’ll hear why POCT is crucial in providing clinical 
decision support in a number of patient-care settings. Participants 
will have an opportunity for live interaction with speakers, industry 
representatives, and each other. Includes dedicated times for 
attendees to visit supporters’ virtual booths. (reach 400-500)

THE LABORATORY SOLUTIONS SUMMIT
(September 2015)
Lab managers will hear from other labs to learn and discuss how 
to best use existing technologies and management techniques to 
provide better, more efficient healthcare. Topics covered during 
this two-day virtual event will include how to reduce medically 
unnecessary testing, laboratory protocols that lead to better health 
outcomes, strategies for reducing turnaround time, etc. AACC will 
be collecting nominations and entries on innovative ways that labs 
can currently contribute to providing “better health through lab 
medicine” and providing an award to the most innovative solution 
during this conference. Includes dedicated times for attendees to 
visit supporters’ virtual booths. (reach 500-1,000)

CARDIAC BIOMARKERS
(November 2015)
This one-day virtual event will present analytical and clinical 
perspectives on cardiac biomarkers for acute coronary syndromes 
and heart failure. Participants will receive an enriching education 
experience on the measurement, interpretation, and clinical 
application of these life-saving biomarkers. Participants will 
have an opportunity for live interaction with speakers, industry 
representatives, and each other. Includes dedicated times for 
attendees to visit supporters’ virtual booths. (reach 400-500)

Reach 50,000+ Decision-Makers & Influencers 
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Certificate Programs $5,000/program
Online certificate programs provide comprehensive coverage of 
select areas of clinical laboratory practice prepared by content 
experts. Topics covered are in the areas of laboratory management, 
testing, and technology. A program can include 4-8 courses, each 
with lectures, related readings, or web resource links, quizzes, and 
continuing education credits. (average enrollment 85)

Customized Educational Programs
AACC is happy to partner with your organization on developing a 
customized educational product or program — please contact us to 
discuss your educational needs. 

For more information on educational opportunities, contact 
Teresa Favero, Director, Corporate Relations, AACC at 202.420.7610 
or tfavero@aacc.org

International Education
Interested in connecting with an international audience on specific 
educational topics? Work with AACC & Encore Medical Education 
to bring the “Best of AACC” to various countries. “Best of AACC” 
will be an educational initiative that condenses the most cutting-
edge science and education into a one or two-day program for 
local medical professionals around the world, derived from AACC’s 
Annual Meeting & Clinical Lab Expo, or from our various other live 
educational conferences. 

For more information contact Liliana Lucero, New Business 
Development Manager, Encore Medical Education at  
+34 685 48 58 25 or liliana.lucero@encoremeded.com.

AACC Mailing Lists
Reach AACC customers and members who have opted in to receive 
emails from outside companies, or reach them through direct mail. 
Sponsors have the option for one-time rental at a discounted rate. 

Contact Jennifer Felling, Statlistics at 203.778.8700 x 138 or 
jfelling@statlistics.com

Annual Meeting & Clinical 
Lab Expo Opportunities
NEW! Educational Session Support
Industry partners are invited to provide educational grant support 
for educational sessions at the 2015 Annual Meeting. AACC’s 
Annual Meeting provides the opportunity for lab professionals to 
hear about vital research and to learn about changes in the field, 
including learning about cutting edge technology. With over 200 
educational opportunities in lectures, symposia, short courses and 
brown bag sessions, industry supporters are able to choose specific 
sessions to support. This is an excellent opportunity to enhance 
your presence and gain visibility at the world’s largest gathering of 
clinical lab decision makers and influencers throughout the world.* 

For more information, contact Teresa Favero, Director, Corporate 
Relations, AACC at 202.420.7610 or tfavero@aacc.org

Exhibit
Join 20,000+ clinical lab professionals and 700+ exhibitors at the 
world’s largest, fastest-growing gathering of decision makers and 
influencers from the IVD marketplace. More lab directors, managers, 
administrators, supervisors, researchers, GPO executives, and 
product development specialists attend this meeting than any other 
in this industry.

Sponsorships
Increase your visibility and presence at the meeting with 
opportunities such as:
• New Products Showcase
• Industry Workshop Theater
• Banners, Signage, Key Cards, Charging Stations, App, etc.

For more information, contact Sue Deveaux, Group Vice 
President, Healthcare Sector, J. Spargo & Associates, Inc. at 
+1.203.995.3866 or sue.deveaux@jspargo.com

Hold a Press Conference at AACC 2015 – FREE
Don’t miss your chance to hold a press conference at the world’s 
largest gathering for laboratory medicine. Organizations can reserve 
one 45-minute slot. 

For more information and to reserve your conference room, 
contact Christine DeLong, AACC Communications Coordinator at 
cdelong@aacc.org

*The AACC 2015 Annual Meeting scientific program is developed 
by the Annual Meeting Organizing Committee (AMOC) prior to 
and independent of educational grant support. In accordance with 
the standards of Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical 
Education (ACCME), the commercial supporters of this meeting 
have no influence over topics or speakers. Educational grants 
support the overall meeting and are not used to compensate 
speakers in supported sessions.

Reach 50,000+ Decision-Makers & Influencers 



Advertising Opportunities 
– Print & Digital
Clinical Laboratory News (CLN)
Our flagship news magazine, CLN, is AACC’s #1 valued 
member benefit. 85% of CLN readers are at a large hospital or 
in commercial/reference/public health labs, and 73% make or 
influence purchasing decisions for their lab. Advertise or work 
with us on Industry Sponsored Editorial. (circ 32,000+)

Clinical Laboratory News Daily
The CLN Dailies will be produced live in Atlanta at the 2015 AACC 
Annual Meeting & Clinical Lab Expo. Distribution at select hotels, 
shuttle busses, and the convention center. Four daily issues.  
(circ 17,000+)

CLN Monthly Table of Contents (TOC) Email
The CLN monthly TOC email is sent to an extensive list of AACC 
members, subscribers, and customers. 71% of recipients have 
a role in selecting, recommending, or evaluating purchase 
decisions. (distribution 50,000+)

CLN Online
CLN online editorial content is viewed by thousands of visitors 
each month. Banner advertising is available on the four most 
prominent landing pages.

Clinical Chemistry
Advertise in the #1 cited journal in the field. Monthly TOC 
highlights original research, editorials, podcasts, fast tracked 
articles, and more. January 2015 Special Issue: Molecular 
Diagnostics! (circ 6,000+)

Clinical Chemistry Online
Reach over 159,000 unique IP addresses per month. Clinical 
Chemistry has over 2.6 million visits per year. Advertise on the 
website, support monthly TOC emails to all members of AACC, 
Monthly Clinical Case Studies, and Journal Club. (reach 2.6 million)

Annual Meeting & Clinical Lab Expo
Advertise in the Annual Meeting Registration Brochure or the 
Program Guide & Exhibit Guide. (reach 45,000)

For more information, contact Jim Cunningham, Cunningham 
Associates, Inc. at 201.767.4170 or jcunningham@cunnasso.com 

CLN Daily Distribution Sponsorship
Support the distribution of the CLN Daily all 4 days of the 2015 
AACC Annual Meeting & Clinical Lab Expo. Sponsor logo on the 
t-shirts of the distribution personnel, recognition on several large 
distribution bins throughout the convention center, and a bottom 
banner on the cover of CLN Daily.  

For more information, contact Teresa Favero, Director, 
Corporate Relations, AACC at 202.420.7610 or tfavero@aacc.org

Reprints, E-Prints,  
Permission & Translation
Commercial reprint sales of existing valuable copyrighted 
content are a main source of peer-reviewed information for 
pharmaceutical companies and device manufacturers, to 
distribute to physicians and the medical community at large as 
part of their marketing strategies. Cenveo Publisher Services 
Group’s Commercial Reprint identifies markets & fulfills orders, 
both domestic and international. Services include custom 
covers, three-hole drilling, shrink wrapping, belly banding, split 
shipments, and rush orders.

To request a quote or place an order, please contact  
Reprints2@cadmus.com or 1.866.487.5625

Clinical Lab Marketplace
Engage lab directors, managers, administrators, R&D executives, 
scientists, and product development engineers on AACC’s Clinical 
Lab Marketplace Buyer’s Guide. List your company products and 
services, or take advantage of display advertising opportunities. 
(reach 9,000)

For more information, contact Multiview Sales at 
1.800.816.6710 or aacc@multiview.com or Tara Eckert at  
teckert@multiview.com

SmartBrief
AACC’s SmartBrief brings the most important and timely 
news stories and trends about clinical diagnostics directly to 
subscribers’ email boxes on a weekly basis. Reach the entire 
community of lab directors, industry executives, researchers, 
healthcare leaders, and laboratorians worldwide. (reach 50,000+)

For more information, contact Meryl Harold, Account Director, 
SmartBrief at mharold@smartbrief.com 
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Reach 50,000+ Decision-Makers & Influencers 
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AACC LabTestsOnline.org  
Reaches 150 Million
Lab Tests Online (LTO)
Lab Tests Online (LTO) is AACC’s peer-reviewed public resource on clinical lab testing. With over 150 
million visitors since its launch in 2001, Lab Tests Online increases the visibility of laboratory medicine, 
emphasizes the value of lab medicine in the practice of healthcare, promotes health literacy related 
to lab testing, and positively impacts dialogue between patients and their healthcare providers. 88% 
of Lab Tests Online users are patients & caregivers, while 12% of users are healthcare professionals 
(physicians, nurses, PAs).

SPONSORSHIPS $5,000 - $50,000
Sponsors of Lab Tests Online are recognized by having their logos on the home page of the site, on 
various other site pages, and in AACC marketing materials. Sponsors also have the opportunity to put 
their logos on specific pages through the selection of keywords, allowing for a more targeted return on 
investment. (reach 21 million+/year)

For more information, contact Teresa Favero, Director, Corporate Relations, AACC at 202.420.7610 
or tfavero@aacc.org 

ADVERTISING
Advertisers on Lab Tests online are able to reach their audiences on targeted content pages. Monthly 
site traffic includes 1.1MM unique visitors, 4MM ad impressions, and 3.1 MM page views. Lab Tests 
Online is ranked #1 for lab tests on all major search engines. 

For more information, please contact sales@EHSmail.com or call 609-882-8887 ext. 1. 

Awards & Grants 
International Travel Grants $2,500 
International Travel Grants promote the global exchange of science and information by providing an 
opportunity for clinical laboratory professionals from emerging areas around the world to attend the 
AACC Annual Meeting & Clnical Lab Expo. Exposure at the largest meeting of its kind in the industry 
fosters significant and lasting relationships between scientists of other countries and those in the U.S. 

Society for Young Clinical Laboratorians (SYCL) $2,000
SYCL is a free program to serve the needs of younger AACC members (under 40 years of age) and 
those in training programs. SYCL provides information for those early in their careers on such things 
as preparing for board exams, landing a new job, securing travel grants, and participating in special 
programs for young members. 

Awards Program $5,000
AACC annually recognizes and celebrates outstanding contributions through a strong awards 
program, presenting several awards each year to clinical chemists and other clinical scientists who 
work in the field of clinical laboratory science. These awards recognize outstanding achievements and 
are presented at the AACC Annual Meeting & Clinical Lab Expo.

Clinical Chemistry Trainee Council $2,000
The Clinical Chemistry Trainee Council serves as a unique program for residents and fellows in 
laboratory medicine by providing them with free educational materials and interactive tools to help 
and guide them to a successful career. (reach 700+)

For more information, contact Teresa Favero, Director, Corporate Relations, AACC at 202.420.7610 
or tfavero@aacc.org 



AACC Corporate Supporter Recognition Program

 DIAMOND PLATINUM GOLD SILVER BRONZE
 SUPPORTER SUPPORTER SUPPORTER SUPPORTER SUPPORTER
 $450K+ $350K - $449K $250K - $349K+ $150K - $249K+ $50K - $149K

Company Logo/Listing with link  
to your website on AACC website Logo + link Logo + link Logo + link Logo + link Listing + link

Corporate supporter recognition  
annually in AACC’s CLN Stat  
(bi-monthly member e-newsletter)  Logo + link Logo + link Logo + link Logo + link Listing + Link 
& AACC’s Education Update  
(bi-monthly e-newsletter) 

Recognition at AACC’s Annual  
Meeting & Clinical Lab Expo at  
Awards Reception, on Expo floor,  
in plenary slides, in Clinical ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔	 ✔ 
Laboratory News Dailies, in daily  
emails, in meterboard signage,  
booth signage, and ribbons 

Free AACC membership for one 
key corporate contact with all  
corresponding benefits 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Free Clinical Laboratory News (CLN) 
subscription for one key corporate 
contact 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Use of AACC corporate logo  
(subject to AACC approval) as  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
corporate supporter 

Free 30-day job posting on  
AACC website  

3 2 1
    

One-time complimentary use of  
AACC  membership mailing list ✔ ✔ ✔

    

Discount for additional use of  
AACC membership mailing list 25% 20% 15% 10%

  

Email outreach to AACC  
members who have opted in  
(email sent by AACC) 

2x/year 1x/year 1x/year
 

   

Eligibility for an invitation to the  
International Market Briefing at ✔ ✔ ✔ 
the AACC Annual Meeting 
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AACC’s Corporate Supporter Recognition Program honors those companies and organizations that support AACC 
through sponsorships, advertising, and exhibiting.



FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Teresa Favero

Director, Corporate Relations

AACC

1850 K Street, NW, Suite 625

Washington, DC 20006

Phone: +1.202.420.7610

Email: tfavero@aacc.org




